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LAYER STRIPPING METHOD FOR POTENTIAL INVERSION�1)Xue-li Dou(Beijing Researh Institute for Remote Sensing Information, Beijing 100011, China)Guan-quan Zhang(State Key Laboratory of Sienti� and Engineering Computing, ICMSEC,Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Beijing 100080, China)AbstratTo solve the potential inversion problem of the oupled system for one-way waveequations, the absorbing boundary onditions in the lateral diretion are derived.The di�erene shemes are onstruted and a layer stripping method is proposed.Some numerial experiments are presented.Key words: 2-D potential inversion, Layer stripping method, Absorbing boundaryondition 1. IntrodutionThe potential inversion problem of the following Plasma wave equation is disussedin this paper:h �2�t2 � �2�x2 � �2�z2 + v(x; z)ip(x; z; t) = 0; x 2 R; z > 0; t > 0; (1.1)p(x; z; 0) = �p�t (x; z; 0) = 0; (1.2)p(x; 0; t) = Æ(t); (1.3)��z p(x; 0; t) = h(x; t): (1.4)That is, giving an impulse at the surfae z = 0, to determine the wave�eld p andpotential v from the impulse response h.There are three kinds of inverse problems of this Plasma wave equation:(1) To determine the di�erential equation from its spetral funtion[1℄;(2) To determine the potential from the wave funtion form at large distane. It isthe so-alled inverse sattering problem[2;3℄;(3) To determine the potential from the response on the boundary to a unit impulseat some referene time t = 0[4;5℄.Our problem belongs to the third kind.� Reeived Marh 25, 1996.1)This work was supported by China State Major Key Proget for Basi Researh.



26 X.L. DOU AND G.Q. ZHANGIn the one dimensional ase, there are omprehensive results for this problem. Butfor the multi-dimensional ase, there is not any satisfatory result, whether theoretialor numerial. Beause in this ase the problem is non-linear and ill-possed.We have done some theoretial analysis about this potential inversion problem andsplit the original full-way wave equation into the system of one-way wave equations byusing the wave splitting method based on the theory of pseudo-di�erential operator[6℄.In order to make the problem losed, we also transformed the impulse ondition (1.3)into the onditions on the harateristi surfae by singularity analysis. We also provedthe stability of the diret problem for the system of equations, treated as Cauhyproblems in the diretion of depth.As the results of wave splitting and singularity analysis the potential inversionproblem of the one-way wave equations is [6℄:� ��t � ��z�U1 � �2�t2 h nXm=1 amqU(sm)i+ vp2 = 0; (1.5)� ��t + ��z�D1 � �2�t2 h nXm=1 amqD(sm)i+ vp2 = 0; (1.6)�p�z = U1 �D1; (1.7)U1 = �U�t ; (1.8)D1 = �D�t ; (1.9)� �2�t2 � s2m �2�x2�qU (sm; x; z; t) = �2�x2U(x; z; t); (1.10)� �2�t2 � s2m �2�x2�qD(sm; x; z; t) = �2�x2D(x; z; t): (1.11)The initial onditions on the surfae z = 0 areU1(x; 0; t) = �D1(x; 0; t) = 12h(x; t); (1.12)p(x; 0; t) = 0: (1.13)The onditions for suÆient large value T are:U(x; z; T ) = U1(x; z; T ) = qU(x; z; T ) = �qU�t (x; z; T ) = 0: (1.14)As the results of singularity analysis we get the onditions on the harateristi surfaet = z + 0 D(x; z; t = z + 0) = � Z z0 v(x; y)2 dy = g(x; z); (1.15)D1(x; z; t = z + 0) = 12 Z z0 h �2�x2 � v(x; y)ig(x; y)dy � 12h(x; 0); (1.16)qD(x; z; t = z + 0) = �qD�t (x; z; t = z + 0) = 0; (1.17)



Layer Stripping Method for Potential Inversion 27v(x; z) = �4U1(x; z; t = z + 0): (1.18)where am = 1n+ 1 sin2 � m�n+ 1�; sm = os � m�n+ 1�: (1.19)If taking di�erent values of n, we an get di�erent orders of approximate one-waywave equations. For example, if taking n = 1 we get the so-alled 15Æ approximateequations. And if taking n = 2 we get the so-alled 45Æ approximate equations.It is important to point out that the order of all above equations is no more thantwo for all values of n. So it is very simple to disrete the equations and to do sometheoretial analysis for the orresponding di�erene equations. On the other hand, theforms of all equations are the same for all values of n, so it is possible for us to handlethem in a uniform manner. All of these features are valuable for pratial omputations.In this paper we onstrut the absorbing boundary onditions and presented a layerstripping numerial method to solve the potential inversion problem. Some numerialexperiments performed by this method are illustrated.2. Absorbing Boundary ConditionsOne of the persistent problems in the numerial simulation of wave phenomena isthe arti�ial reetions that are introdued by the boundaries of the omputationaldomain. This problem is ommon to all alulations where arti�ial boundaries areintrodued to limit the omputational size. To remove spurious reetions in a diretand eÆient manner, one would like to speify boundary onditions whih absorb energyinident on the boundaries. Aording to the above request, we onstrut the so-alledabsorbing boundary onditions.The onstrution of the absorbing boundary onditions should obey the followingrule: On the left boundary there is no reetion for the left-going wave, therefore theright-going wave is zero. And it is the same on the right boundary. But this rule isdiÆult to be satis�ed stritly, we should only obey it as well as possible.Now we introdue the onstrution of absorbing boundary onditions for the inverseproblem.The original full-way wave equation is:� �2�t2 � �2�x2 � �2�z2�p+ vp = 0:If we delete the term of vp whih is negligible near the boundaries of omputationaldomain, the dispersion relation is: !2 � k2x � k2z = 0, that is kz = �!r1� �kx! �2.It represents the upoming wave if taking the sign as \+". And it represents thedowngoing wave if taking the sign as \�".Firstly we onsider the upoming wave. The upoming wave will be full transparentwithout reetion if the following dispersion relation for the upoming wave is satis�edon the boundaries: kz = !s1� �kx! �2:



28 X.L. DOU AND G.Q. ZHANGBut there is a term of k2x orresponding to the two-order di�erential of x in this equation,the disretization of whih on the boundaries will use not only the wave�eld inside theboundaries but also the wave�eld outside the boundaries. It is impossible in pratialomputation. So we had only to get the boundary onditions approximately, that is, weshould express the square-root under the request that there are only one-order termsof kx=!. To do this we use the Pade weighted approximation[8℄, that is, we use thefollowing rational fration P (x)Q(x) = a0 + a1xb0 + b1xto approximate the square-root p1� x2, where ai; bi are onstant values. Now thedispersion of the upoming wave an be written as:kz � !a0 + a1���kx! ���b0 + b1���kx! ��� = !a0 � a1 kx!b0 � b1 kx!If kx! > 0, the sign is taken as \+", it represents the left-going wave;If kx! < 0, the sign is taken as \�", it represents the right-going wave.If we write the above relation into di�erential equations, we get the absorbingboundary onditions for the upoming wave:a0�2U�t2 + a1 �2U�t�x � b0 �2U�t�z � b1 �2U�x�z = 0; x = xmin; (2.1)a0�2U�t2 � a1 �2U�t�x � b0 �2U�t�z + b1 �2U�x�z = 0; x = xmax: (2.2)We an get the absorbing boundary onditions for the downgoing wave in the samemanner. a0�2D�t2 � a1 �2D�t�x + b0 �2D�t�z � b1 �2D�x�z = 0; x = xmin; (2.3)a0�2D�t2 + a1 �2D�t�x + b0 �2D�t�z + b1 �2D�x�z = 0; x = xmax: (2.4)3. Di�erene ShemesDi�erene shemes for integration U1;D1; U;D and p are onstruted by the trape-zoidal formula:Uk+11ij+1 � Uk1ij�t + vij�12 pk+12ij�122 � �2x�x2 hUk+1ij�1 + Ukij4 + nXm=1 ams2mqU(sm)k+12ij�12 i = 0; (3.1)



Layer Stripping Method for Potential Inversion 29Dk1ij �Dk�11ij�1�t + vij�12pk�12ij�122 � �2x�x2 hDkij +Dk�1ij�14 + nXm=1 ams2mqD(sm)k�12ij�12 i = 0;(3.2)pk+12ij�12 � pk+12ij�32�z = 12[(Uk1ij�1 + Uk+11ij�1)� (Dk1ij�1 +Dk+11ij�1)℄ (3.3)Uk+1ij � Ukij�t = 12(Uk+11ij + Uk1ij) (3.4)Dkij �Dk�1ij�t = 12(Dk1ij +Dk�11ij ) (3.5)where F kij is the approximate value of F (i�x; j�z; k�t), �2x = Fi+1 � 2Fi + Fi�1,�t = �z.Di�erene shemes for integrating qU and qD are expliit, ommonly used for solving1-D wave equations.qU (sm)k+12ij�12 � 2qU (sm)k+32ij�12 + qU(sm)k+52ij�12 � s2m �t2�x2�2xqU (sm)k+32ij�12= �t24�x2�2x(Uk+1ij�1 + Uk+2ij�1 + Uk+1ij + Uk+2ij ); (3.6)qD(sm)k�12ij�12 � 2qD(sm)k�32ij�12 + qD(sm)k�52ij�12 � s2m �t2�x2�2xqD(sm)k�32ij�12= �t24�x2�2x(Dk�1ij�1 +Dk�2ij�1 +Dk�1ij +Dk�2ij ): (3.7)These di�erene shemes are similar to that onstruted for the one-way wave equations[9℄,its stability ondition for the diret initial value problem is sm�t=�x < 1.The trunation error of these di�erene shemes is O(�x2 +�z2 +�t2).Now we onstrut the di�erene shemes for absorbing boundary onditions. Foronveniene, we take the upoming wave U1 at the left boundary as an example. Theondition (2.1) an be written asa0�U1�t + a1�U1�x � b0 �U1�z � b1 �2U�x�z = 0;the di�erene sheme isa02�t(Uk+110j + Uk+110j�1 � Uk10j � Uk10j�1)� b02�z (Uk10j + Uk+110j � Uk10j�1 � Uk+110j�1)+ a14�x(Uk11j�1 + Uk11j + Uk+111j�1 + Uk+111j � Uk10j�1 � Uk10j � Uk+110j�1 � Uk+110j )� b12�x�z (Uk1j � Uk0j + Uk+11j � Uk+10j � Uk1j�1 + Uk0j�1 � Uk+11j�1 + Uk+10j�1) = 0:The potential inversion problem formulated in terms of oupled system is numeri-ally solved by �nite di�erene method onstruted above in layer stripping fashion.



30 X.L. DOU AND G.Q. ZHANGThe numerial proedure for solving the potential inversion problem is as follows:1. Suppose we have Uk1ij�1;Dk1ij�1; Ukij�1;Dkij�1 and pk+12ij�32 for all i and k.2. From (3.3) we an obtain pk+12ij�12 . For j = 1 we use the �rst order approximationpk+12i12 � pk+12i0�z=2 = 12[(Uk1i0 + Uk+11i0 )� (Dk1i0 +Dk+11i0 )℄3. In order to obtain Uk1ij ; Ukij from (3.1), (3.4) and Dk1ij ;Dkij from (3.2), (3.5), weuse the preditor-orretor method in whih one iteration is needed. vij�12 is taken tobe �4U j�11ij�1 in aordane with ondition (1.18) in the preditor step, and �2(U j�11ij�1+eU j1ij) in orretor step where eU j1ij is the value of U j1ij obtained in the preditor step.4. Dk1ij and qD(sm)k+12ij�12 are obtained by solving (3.2) and (3.5) suessively fromk = j to k = J = T=�t. Uk1ij and qU (sm)k�12ij�12 are obtained by solving (3.1) and (3.4)suessively from k = J � 1 to k = j.5. The potential inversion problem is numerially solved layer by layer for j =1; 2; � � �. 4. Numerial ExperimentsWe give some numerial results below. It should be noted that the following isonly a representative and illustrative sample of our results. The impulse responseh(x; t) needed in the inverse problem are generated by solving numerially the forwardproblem (1.1{1.3) with the known potential v(x; z). It is worthwhile to point out thatthe omputation in the inversion is not the reverse of that in the diret problem, beausethe equations involved in the diret and in the inverse problems are quite di�erent.All examples take n = 1 in (1.19) and use �x = 0:1;�t = �z = 1=30. The 3-Dplots depit 2-D funtion v(x; z). The grid number are 30 � 30. In eah Figure, (a) isthe model of potential funtion, (b) is the numerial results of reonstrution.In Fig. 1, v(x; z) = os �x os 5�z. The absorbing boundary onditions are imposedon the x boundaries.In Figs. 2 and 3, v(x; z) is a mountain like funtion.In Fig. 4, v(x; z) is also a mountain like funtion, but it is disontinuous in thediretion of x.From the numerial experiments we draw the following onlusions:1. The proposed method is numerially stable and the numerial results show thatit an reprodue the potentials with satisfatory auray.2. The absorbing boundary onditions in x diretion are e�etive. That is, when thewaves propagate to the boundaries there isn't notable reetions. The waves transmitalong the previous diretions with the previous veloities, there is no notable reetions.
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Fig. 1(a) Fig. 1(b)

Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(b)

Fig. 3(a) Fig. 3(b)
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Fig. 4(a) Fig. 4(b)3. Almost for all inverted potentials the errors between the jumps of the funtionvalues are very small. The reason for this is that although we do approximate splittingto the wave equation, the onditions on the harateristi surfae are preise, whih areobtained by singularity analysis.4. The reonstruted potentials are well when the lateral variation is slow. Thereasons for this are as follows. On one side, the disretization of the equations isvery rude beause the two order derivative of x is simply replaed by its two orderdi�erene quotient. On the other side, we use the 15Æ approximate equations whihrequires relatively little lateral hange.Referenes[1℄ I.M. Gel'fand, B.M. Levitan, On the determination of a di�erential equation from its spe-tral funtion, Amer. Math. So. Transl., 2 : 1 (1955), 253{304.[2℄ C. Morawetz, A formulation for higher dimensional inverse problems for the wave equation,Comp. and Math. with Appls., 7 (1981), 319{331.[3℄ J. Rose, M. Cheney, B. Defaio, Three-dimensional inverse sattering: Plasma and variableveloity wave equations, J. Math. Phys.,26 (1985), 2803{2813.[4℄ C. Morawetz, G. Kriegsman, The alulations of an inverse potential problem, SIAM J.Appl. Math., 43 (1983), 844{854.[5℄ W. Symes, Inverse boundary value problems and a theorem of Gel'fand and Levitan, J.Math. Anal. Appl., 71 (1979), 379{402.[6℄ G-Q. Zhang, X-L. Dou, Potential inversion problems for oupled system of downgoing andupoming one-way equations, J. Comput. Math., 16:6(1998), 551{560.[7℄ G-Q. Zhang, H. Song, Paraxial fatorization of wave operator and inverse problem of waveequation, Pro. Inter. Conf. Computation and Di�erential Equations and DynamialSystems, (1993), 154{159, Singapore, World Sienti�.[8℄ W. Clayton, B. Engquiist, Absorbing boundary onditions for wave equation migration,Geophysis, 45 : 5 (1980), 985{904.[9℄ Y-Z. Wang, G-Q. Zhang, On the stability of �nite-di�erene sheme of higher-order approx-imate one-way wave equations, J. of Comp. Math., 6 (1988), 97{110.


